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Tel-Aviv, June30th, 2011

Dear Prof. Shai,

Following, please find my response to the General Report of the Committee for the
Evaluation of Biology/Life Sciences Study Programs.
I was very proud to discover that despite the fact that the education of B.Sc. Life
Sciences students in Israel lasts only three years (and not four years as it is in north
America), the Committee concluded "that in Israel the BS students are like MS
students abroad, the MS students are like PhD students abroad and the PhD students
are like postdocs abroad". I find it extremely flattering to the Israeli higher education
system in the Life Sciences.
I would like, now, to refer to some general points that have been highlighted by the
Committee.

1) Status of Education and Research in Ecology, Evolution, and Biodiversity in
Israel’s Universities:
The committee has found that with the exception of one institution, there is a decline
or even extinction of these important disciplines. Unfortunately, the name of this
institution was not revealed (I think it was TAU). Although the state of these
disciplines in TAU is not as it was 10 years ago, TAU has still vigorous activities,
both in research and education in these disciplines. Currently, we have at least 13
faculty members whose main activity is Ecology, Evolution and Biodiversity and the
number is going to increase in the coming years. Moreover, teachers is the Faculty of
Life Sciences are very active in establishing the "Taxonomy Initiative"- a program
aimed at creating awareness of the importance of the subject and educating students,
educators and government professionals in the field of taxonomy.

2) Academic Inbreeding:
I shall divide my response into two: students inbreeding and faculty members
inbreeding. I shall start with the second. In the last three years (including the recent
recruitment) the Faculty of Life Sciences in TAU hired 13 new faculty members.
Only five of them were graduates of TAU (38%). Three of those five are researchers
in the disciplines of Ecology, Evolution and Biodiversity. It is obvious that since TAU
is considered a leader in these disciplines, most candidates for the openings come
from TAU graduates. Also, since all the new recruitments come after an extensive
post-doctoral training abroad, the risk is not as serious. Nevertheless, in the process of
selecting new faculty members to new openings we consider the issue of 'inbreeding'
very seriously.
The issue of graduate students' inbreeding is more complicated. Unlike the US, the
Israeli high education system is very small and competitive. I find it very reasonable
that when we identify a brilliant student among our undergraduate students, we do our
best to attract him to our graduate programs. In TAU we offer most of our
undergraduates to perform a research project in the research laboratories of our
faculty members and this activity allows us to know better the students and identify



the best students that might become good graduate students.

3) Financial Support for Students:
This issue is indeed very disturbing. Although the size of TAU fellowships, given in
Table 1 of the report, is for 100% fellowships, whereas the policy of the Faculty is to
give at least 125%, the amount of money given to students that spend days and nights
in the laboratory or in the field is indeed too small. However, this is beyond our
control.
Finally, I totally agree with the great enthusiasm of the Committee when praised the
quality of the Ph.D students and the faculty members in the Life Sciences. I just hope
that more resources will become available, so that we shall be able to pay higher
fellowships and recruit more new excellent faculty members.

Sincerely yours,

Prof. Moshe Mevarech
Dean
George S. Wise Faculty of Life Sciences


